
Proposal Description 
The Citizens’ Network of Protection proposal is calling for the creation a democratically 
elected civilian board to serve as a means of oversight, investigation, and review of 
civilian complaints against the Evanston Police Department. In addition, the board will 
be proactive by promoting policies that will act as a means of shifting power back to the 
people. These policies are needed in order to create a system of policing that can break 
away from the culture of the “thin blue line” and “code of silence” that has been 

embedded throughout the history of 
policing in America. This is also 
needed to remove the incentives for the 
police force to act as a tool of social 
control and revenue generation for the 
city through means such as civil asset 
forfeiture, court fees, tickets, fines, and 
citations.  
If enacted by ordinance or referendum, 
this proposal would put Evanston on a 
path to being a leader in community 
policing. The proposal gives the 
community greater input and control 
over the police department and will 
serve the residents of Evanston by 

implementing solutions to systemic police reform that will protect human rights and 
have the potential to have a positive economic benefit to the City of Evanston. 

The proposal calls for an elected Board that will strive to re-imagine policing so that the 
police department protects human rights over property rights, reduces arrests and 
incarceration, and acts as a social force that is truly devoted to protecting and serving all 
people in accordance with the international bill of rights, the highest standards set forth 
by international and domestic experts on policing and human rights, the United States 
constitution, treaties, federal laws, and Illinois law. 

Why is this proposal necessary you might ask? The Evanston PD consistently 
implements and enforces policies that target poor and minority communities the hardest. 
The entire system of policing, as well as the civilian complaint and accountability 
process needs to be updated to meet 21st century best practices and provide long-term 
solutions for addressing crime and inequality. 
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Highlights: 

• Independent 
investigations w/

   subpoena powers

• Community control of 
police surveillance 
tools such as body 
cameras

• Greater community 
involvement and 
guidance over police       
policies

• Improves hiring, training 
and overall police 
policies to reduce costly 
lawsuits & settlements

• Hire and fire the Chief 
of Police

• Power to issue binding 
disciplinary and policy 
recommendations

• Provides a fair appeal 
process for both the 
police officer and the 
complainant

• Dedicated community 
outreach to keep 
Evanston residents 
informed

• Paves the way for 
systemic reform of the 
Evanston PD, not mere 
incrementalism

• A superior level of 
transparency that will 
improve the trust 
between the community 
and the police

STAY INFORMED 
Go to 

www.citizensnetworkof
protection.com for 

news, updates & events

1
CALL YOUR 
ALDERMAN 

Tell them to support 
this proposal 

2
TAKE ACTION 

Tell a friend. Invite us to 
your next gathering to 

give a presentation. 

3
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A look at events past and 
present makes the case for the 
need of an independent, 
civilian oversight board with 
the authority, power, and 
scope of responsibilities 
necessary to enact systemic 
policing and criminal justice 
reforms in the City of 
Evanston. 
NOTE: The Evanston Police 
Department is just as likely to be 
sued as the Chicago Police 
Department, but the City of 
Evanston has a had greater 
success at avoiding settlements 
and guilty verdicts. What if the 
City starts losing? Evanston 
needs to have a plan that is 
proactive to prevent police 
misconduct. This proposal 
delivers what these times 
demand. 

# of police misconduct lawsuits(last 10 years): 
25+ 
Cost of police misconduct (last 10 years): 
$1,000,000+ 
High Settlement/Verdict (last 10, 25 years): 
$575,000 in 2014 and $11,000,000 in 2004  
Most recent: $50,000 for shooting of pet dog 
Police Officer Shootings (last 10 years): 5 
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EVANSTON, IL APRIL 2, 2018

THE STATISTICS POINT TO INEQUITABLE 
AND UNJUST ENFORCEMENT OF POLICIES 
THAT IMPACT POOR AND MINORITY 
COMMUNITIES THE MOST.  
• Stop and Frisk  

• Cannabis/Drug Possession 

• Vehicle Searches 

• Gang Database

http://www.citizensnetworkofprotection.com


April 22, 2018 : The Citizens’ Network of Protection proposal below follows and tracks the language of one 
of the ordinances up for debate in Chicago, called the Citizens Police Accountability Council (CPAC). The 
proposed legislation is available here: http://naarpr.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/Council-Ready-
Proposed-Legislation.pdf. 

The proposed CPAC legislation has collected over 50,000 signatures in support of community control of the 
police. The Citizens’ Network of Protection has done extensive research into civilian oversight models, and 
has concluded that the CPAC legislation is best suited to accomplish the mission of the proposed civilian 
oversight board we are proposing in Evanston because it has the power and scope of responsibilities necessary 
to bring about systemic police and criminal justice reform. 

The CNP has taken the CPAC ordinance and given it some of our own recommendations. In many sections, 
the CNP has modified the CPAC ordinance and tailored it to the City of Evanston. In many instances, though, 
we have left the language the same because we are not trying to re-invent the wheel.   

We are in the continual process of updating the footnotes in this document in order to inform the reader of the 
sources that provided us with model legislation, and/or inspiration for each section of the CNP proposal.   

CNP’S LIST OF RESEARCH AND REFERENCES: 

(paste list here) 
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I. MISSION 
The mission of the Evanston Board of Police Oversight, Accountability and Transparency  
(hereafter referred to as "EBPOAT”) is to ensure that the Evanston Police Department treats all  
people with dignity, with fairness, and with respect for their civil and human rights.   1

Values that the EBPOAT will uphold in furtherance of its mission: 

1. Education is key - The EBPOAT will help Evanston residents recognize their power and will 
educate them on using that power to determine how police perform their duties in the City of 
Evanston.   2

2. protect human rights over property rights ,  3

3. reduce arrests and incarceration, 
4. act as a social force that is truly devoted to protecting and serving all people in accordance with 

the international bill of rights,  U.S. Constitution , and Illinois law. 4 5

5. Racial disparities in police statistics are evidence of inequality.  6

II. ESTABLISHMENT OF THE EBPOAT 

A.   In General 

i) The EBPOAT can be established by ordinance or referendum.   7

ii) The establishment by ordinance or referendum will create an “office of municipal 
government to be known as” the Evanston Board of Police Oversight, Accountability, 
and Transparency [EBPOAT].  8

iii) Once established, the offices of the EBPOAT must be located in a facility that is not 
owned, leased, managed, or occupied by any department of the City of Evanston, the 
Evanston Police Department, or any other state or federal law enforcement agency.  9

iv) Upon establishment of the EBPOAT, the Citizens Police Advisory Committee shall 

 See UDHR, available at http://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Publications/FactSheet2Rev.1en.pdf “All human beings are 1

born free and equal in dignity and rights. They are endowed with reason and conscience and should act towards one 
another in a spirit of brotherhood. UNIVERSAL DECLARATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS (art. 1), 
adopted by General Assembly resolution 217 A (III) of 10 December 1948; See also the International Bill of Rights, 
available at http://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Publications/Compilation1.1en.pdf 

  2

 3

 4

 5

  this can mean income inequality, inequality in education, housing, healthcare, job opportunities, and inequality in the 6

the ability for people to achieve the American Dream.

 info about referendum process here7

  See CPAC8

 9
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be disbanded. 

B.  Ordinance 

       i. If established by ordinance, the EBPOAT would have its own independent budget 
  and funding source. 

 ii. If it gets passed by ordinance, it would then be placed on the ballot to be voted on 
  by referendum to establish the ordinance as a permanent independent review  
  board (agency). 

C. Referendum 
 i. explain here 

III. EBPOAT DESCRIPTION 

A. The Composition of the Board  

i. The Board of EBPOAT will consist of fifteen Evanston residents who will be democratically 
elected  by registered Evanston voters. Each ward will be guaranteed one seat on the Board. 10

The six remaining seats will be distributed to designated wards based on where the majority 
of police interactions occur and where the police misconduct is most prevalent.   11

 Distribution of the six remaining seats on the board: 

1. To determine where majority of police interactions occur each ward will be evaluated by 
the percentage of the total crime, based on violent crimes, property crimes and quality of 
life crimes in Evanston occurs in that ward. Each of the four wards that have the highest 
crime percentage will be granted an additional member to the Board. 

2. The EBPOAT should reflect the communities most impacted by police surveillance, 
abuse, and brutality, therefore two wards will be granted an additional member to the 
Board. Ward selection will take into account a historical perspective which accounts for 
the past harms of racial bias and unfair police polices, and look to recent data where 
racial discrepancies are most prevalent, such as: 

   • stop and frisk  12

  insert other supporters of democratically elected boards here: CPAC, Movement for Black Lives, 10

 This idea generates from many different sources. Notably, 11

 Since EPD stepped up use of stop and frisk 4 years ago, many people were concerned notably the ACLU of IL warned 12

the City of Evanston. Now in 2018, the statistics show severe racial disparities and a low stop and frisk/arrest ratio. This 
suggests that EPD use of stop and risk is not cost effective and can cause more problems with the communities where 
this tactic is targeted. If the community does not trust the police, they will be less likely to cooperate with the police in 
investigations and to report criminal activity.
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   • contact cards 
   • traffic stops and searches  13

   • cannabis and illegal drug arrests and citations  14

       Using the most recent census data, an analysis will be done to determine which ward 
       the most affected demographic lives in. For example, most recent data suggests  
       African American residents are most impacted by stop and frisk and contact cards ,  15

      therefore an extra board member would be granted to the two wards with the highest  
      population of African American residents. 

B.  Eligibility Requirements 

 i. These requirements apply to the Board members, Executive Director and all  
  supporting staff. The purpose of these requirements is to address the implicit  
  biases that exist in law enforcement and the conflict of interests that arise when  
  dealing with police oversight, accountability, and transparency. The “code of  
  silence” and the “thin blue line” are real barriers to police accountability and  
  systemic police reform in Evanston.  16

 ii. Must be a resident of the City of Evanston for a period of one year before his/her 
  election to the EBPOAT. 

 iii. Individuals with prior law enforcement experience as support staff in the Evanston 
  Police Department, or any other local, state, or federal police agency (i.e. Illinois 
  State Police, FBI, etc.) are not eligible. 

 iv. Former and active city, state, and federal prosecutors are not eligible . 17

  
v. Active duty and retired police officers of the Evanston Police Department, or any 
 other local, state or federal law enforcement agency (i.e. Illinois State Police, FBI, 

 The researchers noted that the Evanston Police Department ranked worst in Illinois in 6 out 10 categories. 13

 For many years, the EPD has arrested, charged, or given citations to African Americans for drug possession at 3-4x the 14

rates of white residents even though the research conclusively shows that white and black people use and sell drugs at 
similar rates.

 insert data about stop and frisk15

 16

 In upcoming meetings, CNP will discuss if a prosecutorial exemption should apply, similar to the relative exemption, 17

for the “Larry Krasner types”,with proven track record of prosecutorial reform and criminal justice reform.
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 DEA, etc.) are not eligible.  18

vi. Relatives of active duty or former law enforcement officers of the Evanston Police 
 Department, or any other local, state, or federal police agency are not eligible.    19

 Relatives  that are not eligible include:  “the spouse, domestic partner, partner to a 
 civil union, or any of the following, whether by blood, marriage or adoption;  
 parent, son, daughter, stepson, stepdaughter, brother, sister, aunt, uncle, niece,  
 nephew, grandparent, grandchild, mother-in-law, father-in-law, brother-in-law,  
 sister-in-law, son-in-law, daughter-in-law, stepfather, stepmother, stepbrother,  
 stepsister, half-brother, half-sister, or first” thru fourth cousin “of active-duty or  
 former law enforcement officers.”   20

       vii. Mandatory disclosure by candidates to reveal all relationships to current and  
  former law enforcement officials that are described in paragraphs 2-5 of this  
  section.  Failure to disclose can be deemed grounds for removal from the board,  
  the position of executive director, and/or supporting staff. 

      viii.  A candidate can apply for a relative exemption if they can successfully   
  demonstrate that they have not had been influenced or can not be influenced by  
  the person. The community would do a straw poll as to whether they can be  
  placed on the ballot.   
   +what are the interview questions 

V.  ELECTION TO THE BOARD 

 A. Purpose 

 i.  The residents of Evanston declare that accountability and transparency to the   
     people is of the utmost importance in the City of Evanston’s law enforcement and  
     political systems. The democratic process is weakened by: 

  •  low voter turnout; many eligible voters believe that the role money plays in  
      politics and the election process has lessened the impact of their vote.  21

  •  the high costs of elections could be seen as a barrier to entry for this position  

See The United Nations Office of Drugs and Crime Handbook on police accountability, oversight and integrity,  https://18

www.unodc.org/documents/justice-and-prison-reform/crimeprevention/
PoliceAccountability_Oversight_and_Integrity_10-57991_Ebook.pdf; see also Campaign Zero best practices, https://
www.joincampaignzero.org/oversight; see also The Center For Popular Democracy’s Justice in Policing Toolkit, 
available at www.justiceinpolicing.com; see also Movement for Black Lives best practices for community control of the 
police, available at https://policy.m4bl.org/community-control/; see also the law review article from the ACLU NJ, “No 
member of the board should be a current or former employee of the police department that the board oversees, and a 
majority of board members should not have a law enforcement background.”, available at http://scholarship.shu.edu/cgi/
viewcontent.cgi?article=1572&context=shlr:

 19

 20

 insert link princeton  university study from 2014 21
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     and it creates the harmful incentive of accepting large donations from special  
     interests donors within and outside of the City of  Evanston, who have the  
     potential to influence the candidate thru campaign contributions. ;   22

  • insufficient and delayed disclosure to the public of relevant information   
        on campaign contributions, political advertising, and paid lobbying ; 23

  •  and inadequate enforcement of the laws intended to address    
     these problems .  24

  Therefore, the election of this Board should uphold the highest standards of  
  election integrity to provide fair and equitable elections for candidates to the  
  Board and to the residents of Evanston who have a right to a democratic election 
  free of  corruption and the appearance thereof.  25

B.  Election Process and Guidelines 

 i. The Board members shall be elected in a non-partisan election on the same  
  election cycle as the City aldermen. The Board members shall serve for the same 
  term and be paid a salary to be determined.  

 ii. “Elected [EBPOAT members] who move out of the police district from which 
  they were elected must resign.” 

 iii. “Vacancies on the [EBPOAT] shall be filled by the remaining members of the  
   [EBPOAT] from candidates selected from within the district of the missing  
  member. The person selected by the [EBPOAT] to fill the vacancy will serve in  
  the position until the next election.”  26

 iv.   “[EBPOAT Members] may not serve concurrently in any other elected office.” 

 ii. Once the petitions of candidates have been turned in, there will be a minimum of 
  ten (10) community meetings where all candidates will have the opportunity to  
  state the reasons why they should be elected to the Board, answer questions, and  
  participate in open and fair debates. These events will be televised,  
  live-streamed via the internet, uploaded to the internet, and made available for  
  viewing through multiple social media channels. 

 see the represent.us website and platform. They are a non partisan organization providing solutions to improving 22

democracy.

 23

 24

 25

 26
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 iv. Elections winners will be determined by ranked choice voting.  27

 v.  Elections will be conducted without the use of electronic voting machines.   28

 vi.        Paper ballots will be used to cast a vote. 

 vii.      Tallying of votes will be done by hand according to best practices and election  
  integrity standards.  29

 viii.    “To vote in the election for [EBPOAT Member], a person must provide proof of  
   age and residency in the [ward] the person wishes to vote on the day of the  
  election. Such proof of residency shall be the same as that required for voting in  
  the election for [mayor]. Judges of election shall verify that the residence of the  
  voter lies within the police district for which the person is requesting a ballot  
  utilizing a Geographic Information System Mapping application. Every person  
  voting will have their thumb-print stained with an ink that is indelible for at least 
  48 hours. No person may vote more than once.”  30

 iv. Campaign contributions shall be limited to $500 per person. Contributions from  
  SuperPACS, Unions, political parties, corporations are prohibited.  31

 x.  “A candidate for election shall not accept contributions of any kind from outside  
   the [ward] for which he or she is running.” 

 xi.  “The [EBPOAT], once established, may provide for voting in subsequent elections 
  via the Internet as the Council sees fit.” 

VI.  Responsibilities and Duties of the Elected Board 

A.  Civilian Complaints, Investigations, and Disciplinary Actions 
  
 i. Oversee a system that receives and independently investigate complaints  
  made against officers and staff of the Police Department. The Board can also  
  independently initiate investigations without a complaint being filed.  

 ii. Use subpoena power to compel documents (including video, audio, picture and  
  etc.) and to compel person(s) to appear before the EBPOAT.  The Board   

   See https://act.represent.us/sign/rcv-np/?share&t=1&akid=12382.14191.XRdhh0  27

“Ranked Choice Voting could fix our broken election system and common problems such as: Voting for a candidate you 
dislike because you don't want to "throw away" your vote. Politicians winning office even though they didn't get 50% of 
the vote. A country so deeply divided that we can't make progress on anything.”

 28

 29

 30

 31
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  will issue subpoenas that identify the person to whom it is directed and the  
  documents or other items requested thereby in the subpoena. 

 iii. Provide an appeals process for complainants and officers who are not satisfied  
  with the finding of a police misconduct investigation. 

 iv. Approve or reject the Executive Director's recommendations on disciplinary  
  matters before submitting them to the Chief of Police. 

 v. Monitor the redress of each complaint to insure that citizens are satisfied  
  with the redress offered in response to their complaints. 

 vi. Establish a tracking system of citizen’s complaints and a system for   
  monitoring the accountability of the police department in following   
  through on the resolution of the complaint. 

 vii.     “In those instances where [EBPOAT’s] investigation indicates that a member of the 
  Department of Police has committed a crime, petition the Chief Judge of the  
  United States District Court for the Northern District of Illinois to convene a  
  Grand Jury if one is not already convened, and present [EBPOAT’s] findings of  
  criminal activity to the Grand Jury to get an indictment for Deprivation of  
  Rights Under Color of Law pursuant to 18 U.S. Code § 242;” 

 viii. “Proactive Policy and Pattern Analysis and Investigations 
  The [EBPOAT] shall [conduct a]Practice Analysis and Investigations to analyze  
  policing trends and patterns  related to the [EBPOAT’s] investigative jurisdiction 
  and to launch  disciplinary investigations into Department members who may  
  demonstrate a pattern of misconduct and/or non-compliance with Department  
  policy. The [EBPOAT] has the discretion to treat as confidential any proactive  
  disciplinary investigation initiated and supervised by the Director of Policy and  
  Practice Analysis and Investigations, and his or her staff, for as long as the  
  [EBPOAT] deems necessary during the investigation. 

  If the [EBPOAT] or any member or hearing officer designated by it, does not  
  conclude an investigation within six months after its initiation, the [EBPOAT]  
  or any member or hearing officer designated by it, shall notify the   
  complainant and the employee named in the complaint or his or her counsel  
  of the general nature of the complaint or information giving rise to the   
  investigation and the reasons for failure to complete the investigation within  
  six months. The investigation will end only at [EBPOAT’s] discretion.” 

 ix.  “Serve as a board to hear disciplinary actions for which a suspension for   
   more than the 30 days expressly reserved to the Superintendent is    
  recommended, or for removal or discharge involving officers and employees  
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  of the Police Department in the classified civil service of the city;”  32

 x.  “No officer or employee of the Police Department in the classified civil service  
  of the city whose appointment has become complete may be removed or   
  discharged, or suspended for more than 30 days, except for cause upon   
  written charges and after an opportunity to be heard in his own 
  defense by the [EBPOAT].” 

 xi. “Before any such officer or employee may be interrogated or examined by or  
  before the [EBPOAT] or any member or hearing officer designated by the  
  [EBPOAT], or any departmental agent or investigator, the results of which  
  hearing, interrogation or examination may be the basis for filing charges seeking 
  his removal or discharge, he must be advised in writing as to what specific  
  improper or illegal act he is alleged to have committed; he must be advised in  
  writing that his admissions made in the course of the hearing, interrogation  
  or examination may be used as the basis for charges seeking his removal or  
  discharge; and he must be advised in writing that he has the right to counsel 
  of his own choosing present to advise him at any hearing, interrogation or  
  examination. A complete record of any hearing, interrogation or examination  
  shall be made and a complete transcript thereof made available to such   
  officer or employee without charge and without delay.” 

 xii. “Upon the filing of charges for which removal or discharge or suspension of  
  more than 30 days is recommended, a hearing before the [EBPOAT] or any  
  member or hearing officer designated by it shall be held.” 

 xiii. “The [EBPOAT], or any member or hearing officer designated by it, is not bound 
  by formal or technical rules of evidence, but hearsay evidence is inadmissible  
  in [EBPOAT] proceedings. The person against whom charges have been filed may 
  appear before the [EBPOAT], or any member or hearing officer designated by it, 
  with counsel of his own choice and defend himself; shall have the right to be  
  confronted by his accusers; may cross-examine any witness giving evidence  
  against him; and may through counsel present witnesses and evidence in his  
  own behalf.” 

B.  Policy Analysis and Recommendations 
  
 i.  “Adopt rules and regulations for the governance of the Department of Police of  
  the city;” 

 ii.     “Review, approve and submit to the [City of Evanston] the annual budget of the  
        Department of Police;” 

 ordinance, Article II, Powers and Duties of [EBPOAT], p.3,  http://naarpr.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/Council-32

Ready-Proposed-Legislation.pdf
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 iii.  “Review and sign off on all new Department of Police policies and special  
  orders;” 
  

•  majority or consensus on voting in recommendations, policies, etc.  - explain in 
more detail here 

 iv. Serve as an advisor to City Management and the EPD on issues of the   
  police union contract that can potentially negatively effect the mission of   
  EBPOAT by providing recommendations to amend the police union   
  contract.  33

 v.        The City Management and the EPD must respond in writing if    
  they choose not to follow EBPOAT recommendations for changes to the   
  police union contract. 

C.  Training 

 i.  Nine (9) months after the election each Board member must have    
  completed the  following training material: 
   a. Evanston Police Department Citizen’ Police Academy 
   b. Evanston police Department “ride-along” program  
             c. Citizen’s Police Review Board Policies and Procedures training   
   d. Training course per NACOLE/DOJ and other institution training course 
   e. Police policy and procedure, law, and public policy training as   
      determined by the Executive Director which may include :  34

     

 The Coalition for Police Contracts Accountability (CPCA) has put forth several recommendations and demands and 33

should help serve as a benchmark for assessing the contract between the City of Evanston and the FOP. The CPCA states 
on its website that part of the reason this is necessary is for many reasons, one of them being that  
“both the Department of Justice and the Police Accountability Task Force have raised serious concerns about provisions 
in the police contracts, and Mayor Rahm Emanuel has acknowledged that the "code of silence" is a barrier to reform of 
the police department.” 

According to the CPCA website, the following organizations have endorsed the police union contract recommendations 
put forth by the CPCA: 

ACLU of Illinois • Action Now Institute• A Just Harvest • Better Government Association • BPI • BYP100 • Chicago 
Council of Lawyers • Chicago Lawyers’ Committee for Civil Rights • Chicago Urban League • Community Renewal 
Society • Enlace • Jewish Council on Urban Affairs (JCUA) • MALDEF • NAACP Chicago Westside • ONE Northside • 
Showing Up for Racial Justice (SURJ) • Southsiders Organized for Unity & Liberation (SOUL) • Workers Center for 
Racial Justice 

See their website and all of their recommendations at https://www.cpcachicago.org/

 Chicago OIG 34
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   AUDITING  35

   • Auditing Police Performance 
   • Compliance Auditing 
   • Effective Communication of Results for Auditors    
   • Elements of a Finding 
   • Introduction to Law Enforcement Auditing 
   • Law Enforcement Audits for Government Auditors 
   • Qualitative Data Analysis 
   • Performance Auditing 
   • Planning and Performing an Audit 
   • Program Evaluation 
   INVESTIGATIVE TECHNIQUES 
   • Deposition Training 
   • Interviewing Skills and Techniques 
   • Understanding Implicit Bias 
   POLICING AND POLICE ACCOUNTABILITY 
   • Culture and Ethnography in Policing and Police     
     Accountability Systems 
   • Introduction to the Chicago Police Department 
   • Introduction to the City of Chicago Government 
   • Multicultural Issues in Law Enforcement 
   • The Importance of Property and Evidence      
     Management 
   • Use-of-Force Training 

D.  Third party audit of the EBPOAT 

 i.  Two years after the establishment of the EBPOAT, the EBPOAT will have its first 
   external audit performed by an independent third party, with an audit occurring  
  once every two years thereafter. 

   These audits will determine the following: 

  ◦ Is the Board is adhering to the duties and responsibilities set forth in this   
  document? 
  ◦ Should new duties and responsibilities be added to the EBPOAT? 
  ◦ Have all external and internal complaints been investigated to the appropriate  
  extent? 
  ◦ Are there any EBPOAT incidents, policies and practices that are not proper or 
     pose a threat to the community? 

 This is from the Chicago OIG website. 35
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  ii.  Audits will be shared with the community and the recommendations of the audit  
  will be discussed in meetings with the community. The community will provide  
  input on the audit report and provide recommendations to the EBPOAT on  
  whether to follow or disregard the audit recommendations. 

 iii.  The EBPOAT must respond to the recommendations of the external auditors to  
  explain why or why not they will implement the recommendations within 90  
  days. 

E.  Audits to be performed by the EBPOAT on the EPD 

 i. “Subject to applicable law, to have full access to all information in the possession  
  or control of the Police Department and any other City department or agency in  
  order to conduct any review or audit within the jurisdiction of [EBPOAT] ;” 36

 ii.  “Evaluation of [EPD’s] Gang-Related Designations and Tracking - assessing  
  [EPD’s] standards and practices for determining gang affiliation and the   
  consequences of being identified as gang-affiliated .” 37

 iii.  “Evaluation of Departments’ Compliance with the Video Release Policy -   
  evaluating whether [EPD] has identified and released all materials    
  associated with serious use of force incidents as required under    
  City policy ”     38

 iv.  “To conduct reviews and audits of particular policies, procedures or practices of  
  the Police Department with respect to police disciplinary investigations   
  and hearings, and to make findings and recommendations based on   
  those findings to inform and improve future investigations and    
  hearings ;” 39

 v.   “To review and audit the Police Department’s policies, practices, programs,  
  hiring  and training (i)with respect to constitutional policing, discipline and use  
  of force, or (ii) that affect the Police Department’s integrity, transparency, and  
  relationship with City residents; and to make recommendations to the   
  [Police Chief], [Mayor] and the [City Council] to address problems or   
  deficiencies or make improvements in such policies, practices, programs and  
  training;”  ADD consititutional policing in terms of international concepts/ best  40

  practices. 

  See Chicago OIG website.36

 Id.37

 Id.38

 See Chicago OIG website39

 40
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 vi.  To review, audit and analyze civil judgments and settlements of claims against  
  members of the Police Department, and to issue recommendations based   
  on its findings to inform and improve or correct deficiencies in the    
  conduct or operation of the Police Department  41

 vii. To evaluate and review how the EPD addresses community groups and informs  
  the public on the mission, policies, changes in laws and ordinances, internal  
  policies and practices and ongoing operations of the EPD.  42

 viii. To set minimum qualifications and appropriate screening procedures for all  
  persons to be considered for employment by the EBPOAT, and to set   
  appropriate staffing levels to carry out the powers and duties set forth herein.  43

 ix. To do an analysis of arrests. How many arrests were later found tossed out of  
  court or charges were later dropped? 

 x. overtime analysis 

F.  Hiring and Removal of the Police Chief and Executive Director 

 i. Hire the Executive Director. 

 ii. Review the work of the Executive Director and if deemed necessary remove the 
  Executive Director for cause. 

 iii. “In appointing a [Chief of Police], the [EBPOAT] shall be governed in   
  part by the professional and executive qualifications required for the position  
  which shall be without reference to the residence of the candidate at the time of  
  application. The [EBPOAT] shall evaluate new candidates until the position is  
  filled.” 

 iv. Removal of the chief can done for cause and with unanimous vote of the   
  EBPOAT.  Nothing in this ordinance limits power of the mayor for removing the 44

  Police Chief.  45

   

 Id.41

 Id.42

 Id43

 See CPAC and GAPA proposals44

 45
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G.  Community Outreach  

The EBPOAT shall develop and implement a program of community outreach aimed at soliciting 
public input about police practices and the work of the EBPOAT from a broad segment of the 
community in terms of age, race, gender, gender expression, sexual orientation, neighborhood, 
ethnicity, and socio-economics. 

EBPOAT will be responsible to widely disseminate information regarding the activities of the 
EBPOAT including information about how individuals can file complaints, the investigative process, 
know-your-rights-training aimed at informing individuals about the types of police conduct the 
EBPOAT is authorized to investigate, and information about the policy audit and data collection 
activities undertaken by the EBPOAT. 

The EBPOAT shall appoint staff sufficient to ensure that all civilian complaints are assigned a 
complaint support specialist, who shall provide support to civilians throughout the complaint and 
investigative process. Such support services shall include, but are not limited to providing 
complainants with regular updates regarding the status of their complaints, counseling complainants 
regarding the investigative process and outcomes, and providing referrals to outside service 
providers whenever necessary. 

As a part of the Executive Director's duties, he or she shall develop a civilian feedback process that 
seeks feedback from civilians who interact with the EBPOAT on their experiences, including, but not 
limited to, their overall satisfaction with the process, their ability to access information from the 
EBPOAT, their treatment throughout the investigation, the investigator's sensitivity to their 
circumstances, and the ease with which they could make a complaint. The feedback process shall 
also seek suggestions to improve the civilian’s experience. The Director shall publish the results of 
those surveys in the EBPOAT's annual report

 i.  Hold monthly public meetings to educate residents about how to file a   
  complaint, the mission of the EBPOAT, provide updates on the ongoing work of  
  the EBPOAT, and have Q&A sessions. The will of the people may determine  
  more meetings to be necessary, but there is to be a minimum of one meeting every 
  month. Each month the meeting will be located in a different ward. 
    
 ii.  Serve as a forum for discussion and resolution of community concerns  
   in regard to police conduct and policies. 

 iii. Hold outreach and educational meetings for the community on a regular basis 
  regarding changes in the local, state and federal laws and about changes in EPD  
  policies. 

 iv. Conduct  “Know Your Rights classes” once a month to be provided from  
  independent third party providers not connected to law enforcement agencies. (Ex: 
  First Defense Legal Aid, The Moran Center, The Citizens’ Network of   
  Protection). 
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H.  Reporting and Data Transparency  

 i.  “The [EBPOAT] shall maintain a database which contains the complete complaint 
  and disciplinary history for each Department member. The database shall include, 
  but is not limited to, the following for each member of the Department: 1) any and 
  all police misconduct investigations; 2) complete disciplinary history; 3) all  
  tactical response reports; 4) civil lawsuits and relevant motions to suppress in  
  criminal cases; and 5) assignment histories. At the database shall be expanded to  
  include any other relevant information.”  46

 ii. “The [EBPOAT] shall be provided full administrative access to all databases 
  maintained by the Chicago Police Department. In addition, the [EBPOAT] shall  
  maintain full administrative rights to an electronic database that is independent  
  from databases used by the Department. It shall maintain the data in a format that 
  allows efficient exporting of data. These data shall be posted live on the   
  [EBPOAT]’s website in delimited machine-ready format for public inspection.  
  The data sets shall redact the names and other identifying information of civilians, 
  including complainants. The database must, at a minimum, include the   
  information described throughout this section.”  47

 iii. “Post on [EBPOAT] website any video of an incident that is the subject of  
  its investigation, after redacting any parts capturing events within private   
  areas, such as inside a person’s home, or that would violate clearly   
  established rights to personal privacy, within 48 hours of the incident,   
  unless the release would seriously compromise the integrity of [EBPOAT’s]  
  investigation.  If [EBPOAT] withholds video, it must articulate and publish  48

  the reason that the release would seriously compromise the integrity of the  
  investigation, and will post the video as soon as possible after the 48-hour- 
  period.  Under all circumstances, [EBPOAT’s] posting of the video must   
  occur within 14 days of the incident.”  49

 ii. “Post on the [EBPOAT] website any “911” records or records of police radio  
  communications or data transmissions related to the complaint within 10 days of  
  their availability. The [EBPOAT] will also release lab test results, police reports,  
  audio, video, after redacting any private material, so long as the release   
  would not seriously compromise the integrity of the [EBPOAT] investigation.”    50

 46

 47

 48

 49

 50
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 iii. “Within 10 days of completing each investigation, the [EBPOAT] must post on its 
  website the summary report of the investigation, and provide a copy of the  
  summary report of the investigation to any complaining witness.”  

 iv. Duty to report suspected crimes: “In those instances where EBPOAT’s   
  investigation indicates that a member of the Department of Police has committed 
  a crime, petition the Chief Judge of the United States District Court for the  
  Northern District of Illinois to convene a Grand Jury if one is not already   
  convened, and present [EBPOAT’s] findings of criminal activity to the Grand Jury 
  to get an indictment for Deprivation of Rights Under Color of Law pursuant to  
  18 U.S. Code § 242;”  51

I.  Board Meetings 

i. the decision making process 

J.   Community Control of Police Surveillance 

 i.  The EBPOAT will examine the use of police surveillance with strict scrutiny.  
  Recently, the cities of Providence, RI and Berkeley, CA passed city ordinances  
  which places restrictions on police surveillance.  The EBPOAT shall make  52

  recommendations regarding police use of technology that adhere to the following 
  principles: 

 “1) Surveillance technologies should not be funded, acquired, or used without  
 prior express city council approval. 

 2) Local communities should play a significant and meaningful role in   
 determining if and how surveillance technologies are funded, acquired, or used. 

 3) The process for considering the use of surveillance technologies should be  
 transparent and well-informed. 

 4) The use of surveillance technologies should not be approved generally;  
 approvals, if provided, should be for specific technologies and specific, limited  
 uses. 

 5) Surveillance technologies should not be funded, acquired, or used without  
 addressing their potential impact on civil rights and civil liberties. 

 6) Surveillance technologies should not be funded, acquired, or used without  
 considering their financial impact. 

 7) To verify legal compliance, surveillance technology use and deployment data  
 should be reported publicly on an annual basis. 

 51

 52
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 8) City council approval should be required for all surveillance technologies and  
 uses; there should be no “grandfathering” for technologies currently in use.”  53

K.    Restorative Justice and Mediation 

 i. “The [EBPOAT] may also facilitate: 

  (a) Restorative circles and justice; 
  (b) Mediation - The [EBPOAT] shall have the authority to develop a   
  mediation program, informed by national best practices that engage both   
  complainants and accused police officers, aimed at resolving civilian   
  complaints, except that no incident involving an allegation of use of force,  
  sexual assault, rape, sexual misconduct, the discharge of a firearm, or the   
  discharge of a stun gun, Taser or any other weapon police use to inflict   
  pain and induce compliance shall be mediated.;”  54

   

VI.   The Responsibilities and Duties of the Executive Director 

 A.  In General 
   
 i. Receive and keep a register of all complaints filed. 

 ii. “Conduct investigations into complaints against members of the department  
  concerning allegations of, but not limited to, domestic violence, excessive  
  force, coercion, and verbal abuse, rape, sexual assault, sexual misconduct, First  
  Amendment violations, denial of access to an attorney, phone, family member, or 
  other visitor while in police custody, other Fifth Amendment violations, biased  
  police practices, or unjustifiably killing or injuring an animal;” 
  
 iii. “Conduct investigations into all cases in which a department member   
  discharges his or her firearm, stun gun, or taser in a manner which   
  potentially could strike an individual, even if no allegation of    
  misconduct is made.”  
  
 iv. “Conduct investigations into the conduct of members of the Department   
  concerning any investigative category, even in the absence of a civilian complaint, 
  when, based on information and belief, the Chief Administrator determines such  
  investigation is warranted;” 

 This movement is supported by a wide variety of national groups, including EFF, the ACLU, Bill of Rights Defense 53

Committee/Defending Dissent Foundation, Demand Progress, Million Hoodies Movement for Justice, NAACP, National 
Network of Arab American Communities, Restore the Fourth, South Asian Americans Leading Together, and the Tenth 
Amendment Center.” https://providencecommunitysafetyact.wordpress.com/about/

 54
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 v.  “Conduct investigations into the facts stated in all lawsuits that allege a member  
  of the Department engaged in excessive force, sexual misconduct, a false arrest, or 
  illegal search or seizure, and/or committed another civil rights violation or tort.  
  [EBPOAT] shall not require that civilian plaintiffs in such litigation submit a  
  sworn complaint prior to launching an investigation; review all cases settled by  
  the department of law in which a complaint register was filed against a member of 
  the department, and if, in the opinion of the chief administrator, further   
  investigation is warranted, to conduct such investigation.” 

 vi. “Conduct investigations concurrently with any criminal investigation that may  
  result from a matter under investigation by the [EBPOAT];” 

 vii. “Conduct investigations into cases where the death of a person or an injury 
 of a person occurs while in police custody or where an extraordinary or 
 unusual circumstance happens in lockup facilities, even when no allegation  

  of misconduct is made.” 

 viii. “Administer oaths and secure by subpoena both the attendance and   
  testimony of witnesses and the production of relevant information.”  

 ix. “Review all settled cases in which a complaint was filed against a member  
  of the police department, and if, in the opinion of the [Executive Director],  
  further investigation is warranted, conduct such investigation if not barred   
  by statute of limitations.” 

 x. “Forward to the police department’s internal affairs division all other   
  complaints against a police officer that fall outside of the scope of    
  EBPOAT’s responsibilities and duties.” 

 xi. Make recommendations to the [Chief of Police] concerning the appropriate  
  disciplinary action against members of the department found to be in   
  violation of department rules and regulations. 

 xii. Make recommendations to the Board, the City Manager, and the City   
  Council concerning revisions in police policy and operating procedures to   
  increase the efficiency, effectiveness, and integrity of the department. 

 xiii. Update community groups, church groups, civic groups, non-profits, social  
  and human service organizations on operations of the EBPOAT. 

 xiv. “Establish rules, regulations and procedures for the conduct of the [EBPOAT]  
  investigations, appeals process that are consistent with the requirements of  
  collective bargaining agreements, due process of law and equal protection   
  under the law.”  55

 CPAC 55
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 xv. Make recommendations and constructive changes in police conduct and   
  quality of service. 

 xvi. Promote policies that will protect civil and human rights for residents and   
  visitors to Evanston. 

 xvii. The Executive Director shall, when appropriate, refer complaints or   
  information concerning a member of the police department to the    
  appropriate federal, state or local law enforcement authorities. 

 xviii. The Executive Director is authorized to adopt such rules, regulations and   
  procedures as he or she may deem expedient for the proper administration   
  and enforcement of the provisions of this proposal. 

 xix.  “Analyze policing trends and patterns related to the [EBPOAT]’s investigative  
  jurisdiction, including but not limited to: officer use of force; police shootings;  
  use of Tasers or any weapon used to inflict pain and/or to gain compliance; citizen 
  complaint log numbers; and racial, ethnic, gender, sexuality, or geographic biases  
  in policing;” 

 xxi. Hire and oversee support staff for the EBPOAT. 

B.  Procedures and guidelines for investigations. 
  
 i. If the Executive Director issues a recommendation of discipline or    
  termination against one or more members of the department, the Chief of   
  Police must respond to such recommendation within 30 days.  The    
  response must include a description of any disciplinary action the Chief of   
  Police has taken with respect to the officer in question. 

 ii. If the Chief of Police disagrees with the recommendation for discipline or   
  termination, or proposes to take a different disciplinary action than that   
  recommended by the Executive Director, the Chief of Police must describe  
  his recommendations and explain the reasons for the different    
  recommendation in the written response. The Chief of Police’s response   
  shall include, but is not limited to, the following reasons for taking a   
  different action: 

   a.  an analysis of the employee’s work history, including any   
    prior disciplinary actions, any prior complaints filed against  
    the employee, and/or any prior complimentary history; 

   b. the Chief of Police’s professional opinion with regard to the  
    case; 
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   c. the existence of any lawsuits arising out of the performance  
    of police duties to which the employee has been a named   
    party, and the outcome of such lawsuits, including those in   
    which the employee has been exonerated; and 

   d. any evidentiary concerns with regard to the investigation. 

  This response must be submitted to the Executive Director within the 30-  
  day decision period. 
  
 iii.   Within ten business days after the submission of a response letter which   
  proposes less discipline than that recommended by the Executive Director,  
  the Chief of Police and the Executive Director shall meet to discuss the   
  reasons for the Chief’s differing opinion.  

 iv. If the Executive Director does not concur with regard to the Chief’s reasons for  
  the differing recommendation, the Executive Director shall, within five business  
  days, send the Chief’s response, along with the Executive Director’s objections,  
  to a separate panel.   

 v.  The panel must consist of nine persons –five designates of the EBPOAT, two  
  commanders of the Police, a member of Human Services Committee, and a  
  member from the Police Union.   

 vi. The nine-member panel shall, within ten business days of receipt, review   
  the Chief’s response and the Executive Director’s objections.  

 vii. Upon the request of the nine-member panel, the Chief of Police and the Executive 
  Director may be required to present additional documentation or present oral  
  arguments in support of their positions.   

 viii. The decision of the nine member panel is final. If in the opinion of the nine  
  member panel, the Chief’s response does not meet its burden of overcoming the  
  Executive Director’s recommendation for discipline or termination, the   
  recommendation of the Executive Director shall be deemed to be accepted by the  
  Chief of Police. 

 ix. No action of the Chief of Police which proposes to take less discipline than  
  that recommended by the Executive Director shall be valid until the   
  provisions of  subsection i, ii, and iii of this section are followed. 

 x.  If the Chief of Police fails to adequately respond to the officer’s    
  disciplinary recommendation within the 30-day decision period, such   
  recommendation shall be deemed to be accepted by the Chief of Police. 
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 xi. Nothing in this section shall limit the Chief of Police’s ability to impose   
  any additional discipline than that recommended by the Executive    
  Director. 

 xii. Investigations shall be concluded within six months: If the Executive   
  Director does not conclude an investigation within six months after it’s   
  initiation, the Executive Director shall notify the Board, the complainant,   
  and the employee named in the complaint or his or her counsel of the   
  general nature of the complaint or information giving rise to the    
  investigation and the reasons for failure to complete the investigation   
  within six months. 

 xiii.  The Executive Director will update the complainant every 30 days    
  until the investigation is completed. 

 xiv. “Cooperation in investigations: It shall be a condition of employment for every  
  officer, employee, department, and agency of the city to cooperate with the  
  Executive Director in  any investigation or hearing undertaken pursuant to this  
  chapter.”  

 xvi. “Any employee or appointed officer of the city who violates any provision  
  of this section shall be subject to discharge (or such other discipline as may be  
  specified in an applicable collective bargaining agreement) in addition to any  
  other penalty provided in this chapter.” 

 xvii. “Retaliation is prohibited: No person shall retaliate against, punish or   
  penalize any other person for complaining to, cooperating with or assisting  
  the Executive Director in the performance of his or her office. Any person   
  who violates the provisions of this section shall be subject to a fine of not   
  less than $5,000.00 and not more than $10,000.00 for each violation.”  

VIII.   THE APPEALS PROCESS 

 A. Rights Of The Complainant To Appeal 
 i.  “If the [EBPOAT] determines that a civilian’s complaint is without merit, 
  the civilian may appeal that ruling to the [EBPOAT] for reconsideration.  
  The decision of the [EBPOAT] is final.”  56

 ii. If the complainant does not concur with the decision of EBOAT and  
  Executive Director for the disposition of their complaint, the complainant 
  can file within thirty (30) days, a written request to  EBOAT appealing the 
  decision. The  appeal  will go before the panel consisting of nine persons –
  five designees of the EBOAT, two commanders of the Police and two  

 56
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  members from the Police Union.   

 iii. The nine member panel will determine if a new investigation is warranted 
  or if the disposition category needs to be changed. The decision of the  
  panel in final. 

 B.   Rights Of The Accused To Appeal  

 i. If the accused officer does not concur with the decision of EBPOAT and  
  Executive Director for the disposition of the complaint, the officer can file 
  within  thirty (30) days, a written request to EBPOAT appealing the  
  decision. 

 ii. The nine member panel will determine if a new investigation is warranted 
  or if the disposition category needs to be changed. The decision of the  
  panel is final. 

 C.   The Composition of the Appeal Panel 

  i. The appeal board will consist of 9-members. The appeal will go before the 
   panel consisting of nine persons –five designates of the EBPOAT, two  
   commanders of the Police, one from the Human Services Committee and  
   one member of the police union. 

  
 ii. The nine-member panel shall, within ten business days of receipt, review  
  the EBPOAT response and the Executive Director’s decision.  The nine  
  member panel shall also review any additional evidence presented by the  
  officer.  Upon the request of the nine-member panel, the Board members  
  and the Executive Director may be required to present additional   
  documentation or present oral arguments in  support of their positions.   

 iii. If in the opinion of the nine member panel, the Board’s decision does not  
  meet its burden of overcoming the officer’s appeal of the disposition of the 
  complaint, the recommendation of the nine member panel shall be deemed 
  to be accepted by the  EBPOAT.  The decision of the nine member panel is 
  final. 

 iv. The panelists on the appeal board will be on rotation. No panelists can  
  serve for more than two consecutive times. 

 v. Any member must recuse themselves if there is a conflict of interest. 
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IX.   EBPOAT REPORTS 

   A.  Reports open to public inspection 

  i.   All final summary reports of the independent police review authority shall 
   be open to public inspection, except to the extent that information   
   contained therein is exempted from disclosure by the Illinois Freedom of  
   Information Act, collective bargaining agreement, or any other applicable 
   law. 

  ii. The EBPOAT must collect and post information on its website about  
   pending investigations. Specifically, within 10 days of intake, the EBPOAT 
   must publish on its website the information that triggered an investigation, 
   including a copy of a civilian complaint, lawsuit, document reporting a  
   suspicious injury, or a summary of any other information that triggered an 
   investigation.  

  iii.  The EBPOAT must regularly update both the complainant and the website 
   as to the status of the investigation. 

  iv.   When the Chief rejects, disputes, or agrees with a finding or outcome  
   recommended by the EBPOAT, the complete written explanation must be 
   published on the website along with the public investigation history. All  
   such updates should also be published to a live timestamped data feed.  

  v.  All current and historic public information pertaining to all complaints or 
   investigations must be accessible through a well-documented API or data 
   feed (i.e., Rich Site Summary, RSS) that conforms to open data standards. 

  vi.   EBPOAT shall maintain full administrative rights to an electronic database 
   that is independent from databases used by the Department. It shall  
   maintain the data in a format that allows efficient exporting of data. These 
   data shall be posted live on the EBPOAT’s website in an easily accessible, 
   downloadable format. The datasets shall redact the names and other  
   identifying information of civilians,  including complainants. The database 
   must, at a minimum, include the information described throughout this  
   section. 

  vii.   The EBOAT will make documents and information above available for in-
   person  inspection and have computer station(s) available for public use at 
   EBOAT office. 

  viii.   Within 10 days of its availability, the EBPOAT shall post on its website 
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   the following information for each investigation: 

   1)  The log or complaint number; 
   2)  The beat number in which the complaint incident took place; 
   3)  Location of incident reduced to hundred block; 
   4)  Date and time of the incident; 
   5)  Date the incident was reported to the EBPOAT and/or otherwise  
    came to the EBPOAT’s attention; 
    6)  Whether video of the incident exists, in what formats, from where, 

    when, and if so make available to the public after following all  
    applicable privacy measures; 

   7)  Date the investigation was completed; 
   8)  Name, race, and gender of the assigned Investigator(s)  
   9) For civilian complaints, whether the complaint was accompanied  
    by a signed affidavit; 
   10)  For each Department member who is a subject of the investigation: 
    a.  Name, Badge Number; Race; Gender; Year of birth; 

   b.  Unit of assignment at the time of complaint; 
   c.  Date of Appointment to Police Department; 
   d.  Rank at the time of complaint; 
   e.  On or off duty at time of incident; 
   f.  In police uniform or plain clothes; 
   g.  Number of previous log numbers against officer within 10  

     years of incident; 
   h.  Number of previous sustained log numbers against  officer  

     within  10 years of incident. 
   i.  All complaint category codes for incident under   

     investigation; 
   j.  The EBPOAT’s recommended outcome of the investigation 

   for each complaint (e.g. sustained, not sustained,unfounded, 
   exonerated); 

   k.  The EBPOAT’s recommended discipline; 
   l.  The Chief’s recommended outcome of the investigation of 

     each complaint; 
   m.  The Chief’s recommended discipline; 
   n. The final outcome of the investigation; 
   o.  The final discipline imposed; 

   11)   For each witness officer: 

   a. Name, Badge number, Gender, Race ,Year of Birth; 
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   b.  Unit of assignment on date of complaint incident; 
   c.  Rank on date of complaint incident; 

   12) For each civilian involved in an incident under investigation: 

   a.  Race; 
   b.  Gender; 
   c.  Age at time of complaint; 

    13)  In addition to the information detailed above, the EBPOAT shall  
    also post the following information within 10 days of its   
    availability in every investigation of a Department member’s  
    discharge or other use of a firearm, stun gun, Taser, or any other  
    device capable of inflicting pain or injury: 

   a.  The type of incident (e.g., Taser, shooting with hits,  
     shooting without hits, etc.); 

   b.  The log number, “U” number, or any other tracking number 
     used by the EBPOAT; 

   c.  For each shooting officer: 

   i.      The type of weapon used (if firearm, type and  brand) 
   ii.      Number of shots fired; 
   iii.  The range at which the weapon was fired; 
    iv.  For Taser incidents, the duration that the device was 

    deployed and the number of  cycles; 
   d.  Injuries sustained by any officer on the scene; 
   e.  For each target or victim of the weapon: 

   i.  Type of animal targeted or victimized; 
   ii.  If person is targeted or victimized, the EBPOAT  

     shall also post the individual’s: 

   1.  Gender; 
   2.  Race; 
   3.  Age at time of incident; 
   4.  Any weapon possessed; 
   5.  The point at which any bullet impacted the  

     subject; 

 iii.  Any medical care provided; 
 iv.  Injuries sustained; 
 v.  Whether person or animal was killed. 
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 C.   Summary Reports for complaints that are not supported by an  
        affidavit. 

  If an affidavit is required by state law—must include a detailed record of any  
  attempts to contact the complainant to obtain an affidavit as well as a detailed  
  record of the preliminary investigation, including any attempts to obtain sufficient 
  evidence to continue the investigation.  

  Notwithstanding any other provision of this ordinance, EBPOAT’s is prohibited  
  from releasing to the public the civilian names and identifying information  
  without their consent. EBPOAT’s shall provide any alleged victim in a sexual  
  misconduct, sexual assault, rape or domestic violence investigation with the  
  option to keep confidential the specific details of the complaint and specifics of  
  the investigation from the Summary  Reports made available to the public.   

  EBPOAT’s is otherwise authorized to release any additional information or data to 
  the public  regarding its investigations otherwise allowed by law. 

  EBPOAT’s shall permanently retain and shall not destroy any records related to its 
  investigations. 

D.  Quarterly reports open to public inspection 

  All reports, investigations, policies and procedures of EBPOAT’s shall open to  
  public  inspection, except to the extent that information contained therein is  
  exempt from disclosure by the Illinois Freedom of Information Act, or any other  
  applicable law. All investigations, audits, surveys, and policy evaluations and  
  recommendations conducted  by EBPOAT’s shall be released publicly at the time 
  of completion and will be published  on the website of  EBPOAT’s office and  
  remain available on the website permanently. 

  All data sets associated with each investigation, audit, survey, and policy   
  evaluation and recommendation will be released publicly on the website of  
  EBPOAT’s at the time of the publishing of the audit. The data sets will remain on 
  the website for at least 10 years from the date of publication, but in no event may 
  they be destroyed.  
  

E.  Annual reports open to public inspection 

  EBPOAT shall issue an annual report. The annual report must include a detailed  
  summary of EBPOAT’s activities during the year and shall include the following 
  information: 

  1)  A summary report for each investigation completed during applicable time 
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   frame; 
  2)  A summary of all activities undertaken related to community input,  

  engagement, and outreach, including the results of the customer feedback 
  survey described above;   
 3)  A detailed annual statistical analysis that will help the general public  

 understand the work of EBPOAT. Wherever possible, EBPOAT must  
 aggregate the data by  investigative category and the demographics of the 
 involved civilians and Department members. The analysis shall include,  
 but is not limited to, data related to the following: 

  a.   Total number of civilian complaints received; 

  b.  Total number of civilian complaints categorized as Departmental  
    Inquiry; 

  c.  Total number and type (e.g., excessive force, false arrest, illegal  
    search, domestic violence, sexual misconduct, rape, sexual assault, 
    coercion, First Amendment, denial of access to counsel, other  
    Fifth Amendment, etc.) of investigations opened; 

  d.  Total number and type of investigations completed; 

  e.  Total number and type of investigations that remain open; 

  f.  Number and type of investigations resolved by mediation; 

  g.  Investigative outcomes (e.g., sustained, not sustained, etc.) of  
    completed investigations aggregated by type of complaint; 

  h. Department member disciplinary recommendations aggregated by 
   type of investigation, amount of discipline, and the demographics  
   of involved civilians and involved Department members; 

  i.  A comparison of the disciplinary recommendations made by the  
   EBPOAT to those of the Chief of Police and those actually  
   imposed, aggregated by type of investigation and the   
   demographics of involved civilians and Department members; 

  j.  Total number of firearm discharges, aggregated by the   
   demographics of involved civilians and Department members and 
   resulting injuries or fatalities; 

  k.  Total number of non-firearm weapon discharges, aggregated by  
   type of weapon, demographics of involved civilians and   
   Department members and resulting injuries or fatalities; 

  l. Data regarding the racial, ethnic, gender, and geographic   
   demographics of the civilians and Department members   
   involved in each investigation; 
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  m.  Unit by unit analysis of investigations by type and outcome  
   (including disciplinary and/or training recommendation); 

  n. List of Department members with more than 10 misconduct  
   complaints filed against them within 5 years of the reporting  
   period, including for each Department member name, badge  
   number, unit of assignment, gender, race, date of appointment to  
   the Department, and the number and types of complaints filed  
   against the member. 

F.  Quarterly reports to legislative and executive branches. 

 i No later than the fifteenth day of January, April, July and October of each year,  
  the Executive Director shall file with the mayor’s office, the city council, the  
  office of the city clerk, and the legislative reference bureau a report accurate as of 
  the last day of the preceding month, indicating: 

    (1) the number of investigations initiated since the date of  the last report;  
    (2) the number of investigations concluded since the last report;  
    (3) the number of investigations pending as of the reporting date; 
    (4) the number of complaints not sustained since the last report;  
    (5) the number of complaints sustained since the last report;  
    (6) the number of complaints filed in each district since the last report;  
    (7) without identifying any individual, the number of complaints filed  
          against each police officer in each district since the last report; and  
    (8) the number of complaints referred to other agencies and the identity of 
          such other agencies. 

 ii. Such reports shall be open for public inspection and shall be posted on the city’s  
  website. 

X.  REMOVAL FROM OFFICE AND PENALTIES FOR VIOLATIONS.

A. Executive Director --Conditions for removal from office. 

  i.  Prior to serving a complete term, the Executive Director may be removed 
   only for cause and in accordance with the provisions of this section. The  
   EBPOAT shall give written notice to the Executive Director of the cause of 
   his intended removal. Within ten days after receipt of the notice, the  
   Executive Director may file with EBPOAT a request to appear before the  
   board.  

   If no such request is made within ten days, the Executive Director shall be 
   deemed to have resigned his or her office as of the tenth day after receipt  
   of the notice of intended removal. Removal of the Executive Director for  
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   cause shall require the affirmative vote of a majority of the members of the 
   EBPOAT. 

B. Obstructing or interfering with investigations -Penalty. 

    i. No person shall willfully refuse to comply with a subpoena issued by the  
   Executive Director, or otherwise knowingly interfere with or obstruct an  
   investigation authorized by this chapter and conducted by an announced  
   investigator of the independent police review authority. Any person who  
   willfully violates the provisions of this section shall be subject to a fine of 
   not less than $1,000.00 and not more than $5,000.00 for each such  
   offense, or imprisonment for a period of not less than 30 days and not  
   more than six months, or both a fine and imprisonment.  

  ii. Each day that a violation continues shall constitute a separate and  distinct 
   offense. Actions seeking the imposition of a fine only shall be filed as  
   quasi-criminal actions subject to the provisions of the Illinois Code of  
   Civil Procedure, as amended. Actions seeking incarceration, or   
   incarceration and a fine, shall be filed and prosecuted as misdemeanor  
   actions under the procedure set forth in Section 1-2-1.1 of the Illinois  
   Municipal Code, as amended. 

XI.   Budget and Staffing 

A. An independent budget and funding source
  
 The EBPOAT will be funded from the hotel and liquor taxes. Additional funding  
 could be provided by a cannabis tax depending on future changes in state law. We 
 DO NOT envision this being funded by increases in property or sales taxes.  
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